Patience-the act of waiting for the dog to offer the behavior you want

Behavior-getting a dog to act in a particular way

Attention-the act of the dog looking at you and knowing what you are doing/wanting

Cue-a word or signal used to tell the dog what behavior you want

Lure-having a dog follow your hand/stick wherever it goes

Bribe-a training aid not faded correctly, so the dog doesn't perform unless the training aid is present

Fade-gradually reducing a training aid, food or a cue until it is gone and not needed

Duration-refers to how long a dog will perform a behavior

Distance-refers to how far away from the handler the dog will perform the behavior

Distraction-something interesting that could interfere with a dog's ability to focus on obeying

Forge-your dog is walking/running ahead of you

Lag-your dog is walking/running behind you

Reward-something given after the dog performs correctly after a cue

Jackpot-give the dogs many treats one at a time right after the other

Two-fers - repeat the whole exercise, but only give your dog a treat every other time

Three-fers - give a dog a treat every third time it performs correctly after a cue